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Battles of standards have 
emerged since from the “2nd 
industrial revolution”, in a 
techno-economic real war, not 
just a battle: electricity 
transmission was in stall for 
almost two decades, until the 
AC\DC controversy was 
settled with a 
compromise. 

The issue is to 
establish a 
standard de facto 
(more rarely de 
jure), playing a 
key role in many 

technologies: in networking  or 
even platform industries. The 
latter is the case of new DVDs, 
while ICTs often share both 
features, since the computer 
became a communication device.

The prey is to reap the 
most of perspective  

advantages, in the 
appropriability 
régime that will 
characterize the 
supply industry 
and the market 

for that 
technology.

In memoria 
di un Maestro

 
Science and Technology 

Newsletter no. 0, page 1: our 
debt toward a natural leader 
is a must in this place.

Five years ago,  in Lewis 
(East Sussex, UK), died the 
Maestro for  generations at 
SPRU and for most of the 
technical change scholars 
community: Keith Pavitt.

Neither we find better  
ways to express our debt, 
than quot ing  R ichard 
Nelson at that t ime on 
“Keith’s” scientific journal, 
RP: “Thirty years ago there was 
no such community. Keith was one 
of the original founders. (...) Keith 
is a central reason why Research 
Policy is the communication nexus 
of our community”.

Keith’s legacy and works 
are a key opening, unveiling  
the social mechanisms at 
work in the “tags” we will 
focus in the Newsletter.  5 C 
on page top:  cognitive 
Commons,  .., Critical mass 
in ICT and web2 diffusion.

A mole

The “hi def”DVD 
standard battle: a blog.

Sony VS Toshiba
17 Feb. 2008,  8.32 am EST
Reuters Tokyo reveals from a 

Toshiba source yesterday: they 
give up on HD DVD. Public 
broadcaster NHK said Toshiba 
would suffer losses running 
hundreds millions $ in sunk costs 
and to scrap production of HD 
DVD players and recorders.

Reuters refers from NY: at 
Best Buy, 5th Av. (a recent Sony 
ally), some Blu-ray titles were as 
low as $14.99, i.e. $20 less. 

Analysts had detected a long-
run organizational learning in 
Sony’s strategy for this war.

15 February
Toshiba suffered setbacks, 

but no one like today's Wal-Mart 
choice: it leaves the HD DVD 
format, and only stocks Blu-ray 
movies on the shelves. Toshiba’s 
last weapon was low pricing, but 
he looses now the low cost leader.

Early  January 2008
The victory moves toward 

the Sony camp: Time Warner’s  
studio will only release high-def. 
DVDs in Blu -ray standard. 
Studios producing 3/4 of DVDs 
are now backing Blu-ray.

For years, Toshiba and Sony 
consortiums fought  for  DVD-
video equipment  standard. The 
battle has been compared to the 
Betamax-VHS one lost by Sony 
(1980s), and has delayed diffusion.

A BATTLE OF STANDARDS:  WHAT IS IT?

Week:  Yahoo?  Silicon Valley and US Primaries

Breaking news: Blu-Ray is the standard 

S&T  NEWSLETTER
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Do web2 ecologies matter? 
On T h e G u a rd i a n , S e t h 
Finkelstein explains why such 
“Internet Presidents” as Edwards 
and Paul failed.

On Jan. 29, on S&T policy 
issues TechCrunch (see video) 
casts a vote for Obama and 
McCain, with resistance by  pro-
Paul community members.

Feb. 3: Scientific American 
Co m m u n i t y a l so analyses 
candidates on S&T policy, calling 
for a science policy debate 
during the national election !

 A California election in April 
will fill Tom Lantos (just dead) 
seat in Congress. Will Stanford 
Law prof. Lessig run? On Face-

book a  support group is on. 
Larr y Lessig,  Free Culture 
leader, IPR lawyer, and CEO of 
CCommons, has just turned his 
attention to corruption. 

Last news on the exciting 
telenovela taking the 1st page of 
every technoblog: Microsoft does 
not want to add a cent to its bid 
for Yahoo; just a few million $ to 
bring their board to justice, and 
crack them.

Meanwhile, Feb. 15 data by 
Hitwise  suggest affluent people 
are  Googling, not Yahhooing; 
look at this graph reported by 
TechCrunch. You see, e.g., the 
violet bal l , suburban Bobos 
making the difference: no.1 
Google users, last ones in Yahoo 

Duncan Riley argues why digital down-
loads should not kill Blu-ray soon:
1. old habits \ age dies hard

2. I want  2 see movies on my TV

3. broadband limitations

No killing before sometime between 2010 and 2020 

Bob Beschizza (Wired) 
counter-argues:
1. irrelevant disk format war
2. real competitor: popularity of 

downloads, both on the 
internet and on-demand 
cable TV

Movies: Content producers and mass 
discount  retail chains have put the 
critical mass tiger into Sony’s war 
machine. A lesson for Toshiba’s future. 
Learning by failures was Sony’s force

US SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS’ PRIMARIES

Contributors to no. 0: a mole, e. f. arcangeli, 

This newsletter is under CC Attribution 
Share Alike 2.5 Italy  Licence, and was 
originally published in the blog

http://enzofabioarcangeli.wordpress.com/

Licence compatible replicas welcome, as 
well as short papers on S&T policy for 
publication in the March 3, no. 1 issue. 

FAQ. WILL NOW A NEW MARKET BATTLE START, AFTER THE  STANDARD ONE?

CREDITS AND RIGTHS FOR THE IMAGES SHOWN

Subject Source Rights Author

Keith Pavitt SPRU, Science Policy Research Unit

http://www.sussex.ac.uk/spru/ 
Unknown, likely Public 
Domain; we have to ask 
spruweb@sussex.ac.uk 

Logo of: What do we know about innovation? 
Conference in honour of Keith Pavitt, Nov. 
13-15, 2003. Brighton: The Freeman Centre

Blue disc Blu-
ray Panasonic

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/I
mage:Bluray.png

GFDL and CC-BY-SA, 
Attribution ShareAlike 2.5

Cut by a Wiki user, with permission by original 
Author (Sept. 6, 2005) Andreas -horn- Hornig,

High-def. 
movies 

http://farm3.static.flickr.com/
2126/1554199701_5afe900238_o_d.jpg 

CC attribution non-
commercial  2.0

Uploaded to flickr by Downbeat Oct. 12, 2007; 
taken by him (Casio X-Z600) on July 28, 2007

HD-DVD vs 
Blu-ray

http://farm3.static.flickr.com/2405/22669
78847_777ce959e7_o_d.jpg

CC attribution ShareAlike 
non-commercial

Already, frequently in the media; updated to flickr 
by DKZ, and lately by Dekuwa, Feb. 15, 2008

DO YOU YAHOO ?

THE ANALYST’S VIEW.
    Perhaps no chance WalMart 
was the last but not least DVD 
standard maker: they sold a lot 
of PC and flat TV last Xmas, 
and plan for video equipment 
the next. Full recession? Eat less 
Mc Donald’s, enjoy hi-def DVD!
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